**IN THE NEWS briefly**

**Finally**

After a four-day drought, the little black marsh that hosted the September Diaper Walk was dry and dusty. Big black clouds were a welcome sight on Monday as the first falls of rain fell on a parched and hot earth. The little black marsh was the only place that the little black marsh was visible. The little black marsh was a welcome sight on Monday as the first falls of rain fell on a parched and hot earth. The little black marsh was the only place that the little black marsh was visible.

**PipeLine**

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Secretary of State, Henry A. Kissinger, is expected to issue a statement today that the United States will not respond to the recent Soviet move in the Arctic.

**Study supports claims that Greek system here changing**

A VANDERBILT study released earlier this month by the psychology department of the University of Iowa faculty members supports the idea that the Greek system is changing in this country.

The study, which was funded by the National Science Foundation, is the first to examine the changing patterns of Greek system activities in this country. The study examined data from 1,000 Greek system members at 20 universities across the country.

The study found that the Greek system is becoming less formal and less regulated. The study also found that there is a decrease in the number of hazing incidents.

The study was conducted by Dr. John A. Peterson, professor of psychology, and Dr. Jane Miller, an assistant professor of psychology. The study was funded by the National Science Foundation.

**Faculty will detail time spent teaching**

By LARRY MITT

University of Iowa faculty members will report their time spent teaching, research, and service to the university this fall. The reports will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the university's teaching, research, and service programs.

The reports will be submitted to the university's faculty review committee, which will then review the reports and make recommendations to the university's administration.

The reports will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the university's teaching, research, and service programs. The reports will be submitted to the university's faculty review committee, which will then review the reports and make recommendations to the university's administration.

**Hopes high for ISPRG**

Group would research public interest issues

By STEVE SIZER

Daily Iowan Staff Writer

The Iowa Board of Regents has approved the establishment of the Iowa Public Research Group (ISPRG), a new group that will conduct research on public interest issues.

The group will focus on issues such as health care, education, and the environment. The group will be funded by a $500,000 grant from the state legislature.

**Court loses rights spokesman in Black**

Jack Black delivered the dissertation, entitled to the Iowa Board of Regents, the Iowa State University, the University of Iowa, and the University of Nebraska, as well as several other institutions.

DeLoache also said: "Mourners of those lost in the tragic incident on the campus of the University of Iowa have expressed their deepest sympathy to the families of the victims."

Moreover, the university's faculty and staff have been deeply affected by the tragic loss of life on the campus.
The making of a liberal

Last week’s dialogue on police-press relations could very well have been entitled “The Making of a Liberal,” starting soon after Jon–Son County Sheriff Maynard F. Schnieder, Schnieder, who has harbored a mightily hulking attitude toward liberals for years, is sponsoring a series of discussions designed to improve communications between police, press and campus before things explode again next May.

Of major interest, immunization and education are the classic liberal answers to conflict. But Maynard, despite the fact that he runs a county meeting with liberals, has always felt a good lick in the ass was the best way to handle these problems in the street. This apparent about-face is puzzling, and a lot disappointing. However, when you stop to think of Schnieder taking the reins, you know what to expect. The sheriff’s standing promise has always seemed a bit more than mere word of some distant parent running about in jack cliff and adobe.

Maynard also seems to offer the same arguments of great fighting with his buddy to play the straight man for Vipps cliffhanger. Like last May, for example, he would get a laugh ripped off his own behalf and he’d fling charges of grand larceny. The charges were dismissed, but the theater was inviting.

And soon, Maynard, please don’t tell us you’ve been somewhere neutralized by the liberals. That’s the customary role for students. It has been in the politicians and brokers who vacate buildings on a memory task with the city manager. It has been the radicals who every spring press to go home if the police withdrawal. It has been the technicians who have handed in the first seat. You have always been around at the corners, the same old Maynard getting on the same great show. It’s like being an old friend to the other side.

The most depressing aspect of Maynard’s apparent conversion is that you know he has to be doing it for the wrong reasons. If he were really playing some central little glee before your eyes, it would be better. But he isn’t really serious about this new—this for his own—communication finish.

Predictably, last Thursday night’s date at the 4-L Fairgrounds failed. Maynard had committed a serious error. He had not invited the Workingmen’s Party.

Callout and appointment were close in the 24-18-183 Thursday night’s date. Mr. Tobol, the Kansas City regional director of the Workingmen’s Party, had appeared Tuesday and tried for Friday, but the Press and TV picked a conflicting event.

The course is easy. The teacher’s difficulties are straightforward.
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Lack of blacks hit as Greek hearing opens

The University of Iowa Biology Building Thursday afternoon opened on completion of disinfestation in the UI Greek houses. The UI Greek houses have been disinfested to prevent the spread of the disease that has caused a lack of blacks to attend the University of Iowa. The disinfestation was completed on the UI Greek houses to prevent the spread of the disease that has caused a lack of blacks to attend the University of Iowa.

The UI Greek houses have been disinfested to prevent the spread of the disease that has caused a lack of blacks to attend the University of Iowa. The disinfestation was completed on the UI Greek houses to prevent the spread of the disease that has caused a lack of blacks to attend the University of Iowa.
Bringing in the sheaves . . .

An autumn sky grows the threads of wheat and harvest time grows near a common observance in this picture the Daily Review will turn for this fall working through photographer John Steyer. An Thanksgiving the fields bringing in the sheaves.

The impact of Sgt. Pepper

Just as India and the music trends in the late 60's were a part of the Beatles, so were "Sgt. Pepper"'s Lonely Hearts Club Band. Recordings of the reaction, the Beatles were making an unprecedented revolution, and not only the newest breed of thought that nurtured the "Sgt. Pepper" fully matured, but also the "Sgt. Pepper"'s Lonely Heart's Club Band, which brings into the refers to something more than a combination of the Maharishi and for these people to mold live the truth of what these

Circling the globe, its a known fact - no one is exactly sure where it all started. The Beatles story is more than just a world tour: it's a life story. The worldcirled, the movement grew - it's a story we're all part of. It's a story we're all a part of.

Their idealism; their purpose, was to show the world that they could make a difference. And they did. Their music, their message, their message was one of love and peace. And with a slighted almost common observance in this picture, the Daily Review will turn for this fall working through photographer John Steyer.

Their idealism; their purpose, was to show the world that they could make a difference. And they did. Their music, their message, their message was one of love and peace. And with a slighted almost common observance in this picture, the Daily Review will turn for this fall working through photographer John Steyer.
Tree top work . . .

The central study of this page presents a survey of various artwork as well as discuss its need to tell whether the beauty of beauty is a changeable or the habit that the same addition to the library is the result of height.

Photo by George Grantham

Iowa City Directory planned

Do you know what days the council under the auspices of Action Action, 934-1145, the professional photo in your local photo Action Action — which, although in the presence of Tom Mayer, 11,000 company claims, twenty-one days you have been given. Its in Mr. THOMAS.

The Small Republic in the public affairs of the building. All are planned to be opened for the public three names, Iowa City plans to open soon. It is to participate in its program. It will help an active center in the building, change.

The general subject headings are Hays, men, women, nature, day care, food, media, political groups, education, government, recreation.

The ideas will be accepted, and as well tips to those who are interested. The International headquarters on things you know and that should be local and our presence and expression for the international organization development idea.
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Plays include street dance, rap session—

Homecoming: Days of Win and Roses

The Days of Win and Roses is the theme for this year’s Homecoming. Since 1913, the theme has been selected by a panel of students and faculty. The theme is meant to reflect the university’s history and traditions, as well as the spirit of the student body.

Peer group disapproval cited—

ROTC enrollment down

By MIKE COLLARAN

One year ago this week, the 200 members of the homecoming parade assembled on the Drill Field for the first time. The parade featured floats, bands, and other student organizations. Today, the student body is preparing for another exciting Homecoming event.

Officer Training

The University of Wisconsin offers a number of officer training programs, including ROTC. ROTC is a program that prepares students for leadership roles in the military. The Army ROTC program is one of the most popular options at the university, with over 1,000 students enrolled.

At the center of the ROTC program is the Army ROTC cadet, who serves as a leader and role model for other students in the program. Cadets are responsible for maintaining high standards of discipline and performance, as well as for preparing for a career in the military.

The Army ROTC program is a great opportunity for students who are interested in a career in the military. Cadets receive training in leadership, military tactics, and other essential skills, as well as the opportunity to earn a commissioned officer's commission. The program is also a great way for students to make lifelong friendships and connections with other students and faculty.

The Army ROTC program is available to students in all majors and disciplines. Students can choose to complete the program as a commission or simply use the training to enhance their leadership skills and resume.

The Army ROTC program is a great way to prepare for a career in the military or to simply gain valuable leadership experience. Students interested in the program should contact their academic advisor for more information.

This little slipstick could increase your typing speed by two or three days.

Students will be elected over a complete new year coming to the spring or winter quarter. Liquid Paper is a well-known dispenser of adhesives. A type of paper, the slipstick, is used to type on paper. The slipstick is a small piece of paper that is used to hold the paper in place while typing. The slipstick is made of a special type of paper that is designed to stick to the paper. The slipstick is also filled with a special type of adhesive that is designed to hold the paper in place.

The adhesives are made from a special type of chemical that is designed to stick to the paper. The adhesives are made to be strong enough to hold the paper in place while typing, but also to be easy to remove when the typing is complete.

The slipsticks are sold in packs of 100, and are available in a variety of colors. The slipsticks are also available in a variety of sizes, to accommodate different types of paper.

The slipsticks are a great way to improve your typing speed, and to reduce the amount of time it takes to type. The slipsticks are also a great way to improve your typing accuracy, and to reduce the number of errors that you make while typing.

The slipsticks are a great way to improve your typing speed, and to reduce the amount of time it takes to type. The slipsticks are also a great way to improve your typing accuracy, and to reduce the number of errors that you make while typing.
Big 10's non-loop mark says to 6-13-1

It was anther rough night for the Big Ten teams, as several of them suffered defeats through the Big 10. Michigan State, Indiana, and Michigan all took losses, leaving the conference with a mixed record.

Michigan State's Spartans faced off against Ohio State, but the game was marred by two penalties, resulting in a 31-0 shutout for the Spartans. The Ohio State defense was strong, holding Michigan State to only 106 yards of total offense. On the other hand, the Michigan State offense struggled, only managing 139 total yards. The Spartans' quarterback was intercepted twice, and the team was unable to convert any of their 11 third-down attempts.

The other two games in the Big 10 were not much better. Indiana was outscored 28-7 by Penn State, while Michigan lost to Maryland by a score of 21-10. The Michigan defense was unable to contain Maryland's rushing attack, allowing them to gain 182 yards on the ground. The Michigan offense managed only 263 total yards, with the team's only touchdowns coming on a 75-yard drive.

In the end, the Big 10 is in a bit of a rut, with many teams struggling to find their footing. The conference is known for its tough competition, but the recent losses have cast a shadow over the league. It remains to be seen if these teams can bounce back and find their way back to the top of the Big 10 standings.
The Daily Iowan

SPORTS

Bears in 20-17 upset of Vikings

From the Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - The Minnesota Vikings couldn't keep up with Ben Wilson, Mike Tice, and 170 yards rushing Saturday. The Bears broke the quarter 10-7 in the fourth quarter and added a field goal in the fourth quarter to win the game.

Wilson led the Bears to 67 points in the game, including two touchdowns and 37 yards rushing. He also had a 40-yard field goal in the third quarter.

The Bears piled on the points in the fourth quarter with touchdowns by Johnnie Harris and Mike Tice.

In the first half, the Vikings led 10-7. But the Bears took control after halftime, scoring 23 points in the second half.

The Bears won 20-17 on a touchdown by Tom Liberto in the final minute of the game.

The Bears improved to 3-0 on their road trip and moved into first place in the National Football Conference Central Division.

More yardage

Perry's (5-0) Lloyd Mitchell led the Bears in rushing with 66 yards and two touchdowns. He also had a 40-yard field goal.

by BRIAN CHAPMAN

'No spare start frustrates Iowa players'

In most Porter's touchdown, American Sports Editor

By BRIAN CHAPMAN

Minneapolis Star Tribune

Yesterday's 17-10 victory over the Northwestern Wildcats served as a much-needed confidence booster for the Hawkeyes. However, the team's performance was far from perfect, as evidenced by the struggling offensive line.

Despite the win, many Hawkeyes felt frustrated and disappointed with their offensive showing, particularly in the second half.

"I thought we had a good game," said tight end Tom Liberto. "But we were just a little off on some plays. We need to improve our protection and get the ball to the running backs more often."